DNA microarrays as a tool in toxicogenomics.
Toxicogenomics is an emerging technology that defines the use of novel genomic techniques to investigate the adverse effects of xenobiotic on gene expression. Toxicogenomics is based on the fact that most of relevant toxicological effects of a compound affect directly or indirectly the gene expression. The most common methods to profile gene expression at the transcript level are Northern Blotting and the real-time PCR. While commonly used and well accepted, these techniques are now superseded by new technologies allowing the analysis of the expression for multiple genes simultaneously. DNA microarrays are now developed for simultaneous gene analysis but inherent to such multiple assays, their quantitative aspect and their relevance for toxicogenomics have been questioned. We will review here recent studies on their use for toxicogenomics and examine the possible future of such technology in complementation with the other toxicology methods.